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In studying the behavior of solutions of the singular Sturm-Liouvillc 
system 
d - __.._ 
ds 
it is useful to introduce new variables r and 0 by means of the Pruefer 
transformation [/] 
217: rcose, 
azl’ .--= r sin 8. 
(2) 
This change of variables leads to a first order differential ecluation for % 
d% 1 - -_-.: _.- - 
ds a 
sin2 % -1.. c co9 0, 
%(s,) 7 42. 
It can be shown that a solution U(S) of (1) h as a zero at sI,: Y s1 iff Q(.s,J : 
42 - Kz-, where K is a positive integer, and that (1) is oscillatory at 
co iff lim,+>, O(s) z...: -co. 
The purpose of this paper is to use a similar transformation to study 
the behavior of solutions of a class of singular elliptic boundary value problems 
of the form 
u=OonaG 
(4 
where G i.s an unbounded domain in En satisfying 
G C ix I xn > 01 
G 3 {x 1 xl := x2 = --- x,+~ = 0; xn > 01. 
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We also define for 0 < s < t < co 
G,, = {x E G 1 s < xn < t}, 
F,, = {x E aG 1 s < x, < t>, 
E, = {x E G ) x, = s}, 
and assume that E, is bounded for all s. 
Boundary value problems of the form (4) were studied by the author in [2] 
where the notion of disconjugacy was introduced as follows: 
DEFINITION. We say that E, is conjugate to E, (with respect o the boundary 
value problem (4)) if there exists a nontrivial solution of the boundary value 
problem 
If there exists no t > s such that E1 is conjugate to E, , then (4) is said to 
be disconjugate on G,, . 
In [2] it was shown that if (4) is disconjugate on some G,, , then solutions 
of Lu = 0 display a form of non-oscillatory behavior at co, whereas if (4) 
is not disconjugate on any G,, , then solutions of Lu = 0 display a form of 
oscillatory behavior at co. IIowcver, no specific criteria for disconjugacy 
were derived in [2], and our principal result below will be a criterion for 
disconjugacy of (4) involving the coefficients of L and the shape of G. 
To motivate a generalization of the Pruefer transformation, it is useful to 
look at the one-dimensional case. in a slightly different light. Since solutions 
of (I) are determined up to a multiplicative constant, the zeros of nontrivial 
solutions of (I) are fully determined and can be denoted by s, < sg < me*. 
If II is a nontrivial solution of (I), then for sk < t < s?<+~ define u(t) to satisfy 
a(t) u’(t) + u(t) u(t) = 0. (5) 
Since u has no zero between s, and t, the value h - 0 is the lowest eigenvalue 
for the problem 
d du -- a - + cu = AU; Sk < S < t, 
ds ds 
4%) = a 
a(t) u’(t) + o(t) u(t) = 0. 
(6) 
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From a slightly different point of view, once sl: is fixed one can also think 
of the condition “A = 0 is the lowest eigenvalue of (6)” as determining the 
function a(t). From (5) and the fact that u(s,J = u(s,+J - 0, it follows that 
lim o(t) = --co, 
tLq 
lim o(t) = fco. 
GS,., 1. 
Furthermore, if 8 is the variable defined by the Pruefer transformation (2), 
condition (5) becomes equivalent to 
u(t) = -tan 0. 
These considerations will lead to a similar transformation for the boundary 
value problem (4). 
To simplify the discussion and to assure the differentiability of u(t) in 
the Lemma below, we begin by assuming that ani =: a,, = 0 for i < n, 
that a,b, depends only on x, , and that the coefficients of L and the boundary 
of G are all analytic; these restrictions will be weakened later. Suppose there 
exists a finite on infini.te sequence of numbers S, < sa < a** such that E$.,-r 
is conjugate to ESD for K =: 1,2 ,... and consider the eigenvalue problem 
i 
Lu = vu in G,,Ct ,
If t is suficiently near sl: , the first eigenvalue A.1 of 
u = 0 on aG,,, 
is positive. The first eigenvalue v1 of B,(s IC , t) is near A, for sufficiently Iargc u 
and is a strictly increasing function of u. If we can show that r/i dimimshes 
to 0 as u diminishes, then u(t) is uniquely determined1 by the requirement 
that vr : 0. To see that vi has this property, consider a “larger” differential 
operator 
9u = -AAu + Cu 
_- --.- 
1 Obviously u(t) also depends on the choice of sk . Since this dependence will be 
clear from the context, it will not be noted specifically. 
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where A and C are con.stants satisfying 
(i) A is larger than the largest eigenvalue of the matrix Q(X) in GSkSk+r . 
(ii) C is larger than c(x) in Gslrsk,,r .
Let HSk, be a cylinder contained in G,, for sTi < t < .~/c+r and of the form 
D x {a I SIC --c xn < t>, 
where D is a domain in P-l. Defining an eigenvalue problem 9Js, , t) for 
9 in H,,, analogous to B,(s,~ , t), we note that its first eigenvalue will be 
at least as large as I+ . However &‘Jsk , t) can be solved by separation of 
variables to show that its first eigenvalue diminishes to zero as a diminishes, 
and this fact establishes the corresponding property for y . Accordingly we 
shall henceforth assume u(t) to be defined so that V, = 0. 
If h& is conjugate to E, and u is a nonnegative solution of the boundary 
value problem B(s,s,,.,), then 
lim u(q , ... X,-l , t) = 0 
trs, 
lim 21(x1 , ... x,,-1 , t) = 0 
tT St+1 
As a result, it follows from the boundary condition on Ei and the positivity 
of a,, that 
lim u(t) = --co, 
tJ,+ 
lim u(t) =- +co, 
tl’ sn+, 
so that (4) is disconjugate on G,, if u(t) < 03 for all t > sk . 
Our principal tool is the following. 
LEMMA. If u(t) is dejined as above for sic < t < s~-,.~ , and ;f PI(t) is the 
first eigenvalue of 
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then 
Proof. For fixed slC, let s := (x1 ,..., x,,-~) and Ict u,(z, x,J denote the 
eigenfunction of B,(s, , t) corresponding to the eigenvalue A1 =: 0. By Green’s 
theorem we have 
where 
Recalling that on E,, 
and differentiating (8) with respect to 1 we obtain 
Here we have used the analyticity of the coefficients :and of the boundary 
of G and the fact that 
In order to obtain (7) it is necessary to compute 
Since uL = 0 for x E aE, and aG is smooth, 
.505/6/2-10 
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By (9) we have 
As a result (11) yields 
Substituting into (10) we obtain the desired result. 
Setting tan 0 = --o(t) in (7) yields 
1 - sets 00’ < z tans 0 - h 
c9(Sl) = n-/2. 
Multiplying through by -cos* 0, we get 
B’ > - --& sin2 I3 + pr cos* e 
6J(s,) = 5-12 
analagous to (3). These observations lead to the following. 
THEOEM 1. If the solution of 
ql’ = 1 - z sin” F + h cos2 v 
P)(sJ = 742 
(12) 
(13) 
is bounded below, then (4) is disconjugate on some G,, ; if the solution of (I 3) 
satis$es y(x) > -m/2 for all s > s1 , then (4) is disconjugate on GS1, . 
Proof. If a function e(t) satisfies (12) and is bounded below by --r/2, 
then o(t) is finite for all t and (4) is disconjugate on GS1, . If the solution of (13) 
is bounded below by --n/2, then so is any 0(t) satisfying (12), and (4) is 
disconjugate on GS1, . A similar argument applies in case (12) is merely 
bounded below to conclude that (4) is disconjugate on some G,, . 
Referring back to the Sturm-Liouville equation associated with (13) by 
a Pruefer transformation, one can also formulate these results as follows. 
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COROLLARY. If the dzfferential equation 
-$c2nn~)-tpp=o; o<s<co 
is non-oscillatory at cc), then (4) is disconjugate on some G,, ; if (14) is dis- 
conjugate on (sl , co), then (4) is disconjugate on GS1, . 
It is of interest to consider the Corollary in light of the oscillation th.eory 
for elliptic equations developed in [3]. For if G is sufficiently regular near cc, 
the technique of Theorem 2 of [3] asserts the following “converse” of the 
Corollary. 
THEOREM 2. If for some E > 0 the dtyerential equation 
-$(h$) +(Pl+~)v=o 
is oscillatory at 00, then every solution of Lu == 0 is weakly oscillato:ory at <m-i.e., 
evwy solution of Lu = 0 has a zero in every G,, . 
In order to weaken our assumptions about the coefficients of L and the 
domain G, we consider an analogous elliptic boundary value problem 
u = 0 on ar 
where the coefficients of A and Z’ are only assumed regular enough so that 
the classical variational theory for eigenvalues applies 1:o L! on r n (X j s <: 
x, < t}. We need not assume LYE, = 0 for i < n and we allow arm to be 
a function of f as well as q, . If I’C G and if 
(i) x (Q -- au) fi& > 0 for all x E r and all real n-tuples (tl ,*.., &J, 
(ii) y(x) - c(x) > 0 for all x in r, 
then classical variational principles show that (4’) is disconjugate on some 
rS,, if (4) is disconjugate on G,, . Thus we can prove the disconjugacy of 
the more general boundary value problem (4’) by approximating it with 
an analytic boundary value problem (4) which is related to (4’) as above, 
and then applying Theorem 1 or its Corollary to (4). 
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